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afghanistan
Sana AhmedChange is a permanent feature of world politics. Similarly,
warfare is also transformed with the advancement in technology and sociopolitical dynamics. According to Clausewitz, “Every

counter terrorism the pakistan factor
Pakistan Air Force has decided to have a new air base in
Balochistan–Nasirabad. This could not come at a sensitive time, when the
US has already requested Pakistan for basing rights to be used for its

indian hybrid warfare against pakistan
In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, NATO immediately began to
take measures to expand the options available to counter the threat of
international support to the new peacekeeping

pakistan granting a us basing facility–balochistan?
Pakistan has called for addressing internal and external factors of extremist
ideologies in different countries and regions. In her address at UN General
Assembly sixth review of the Global

operations and missions: past and present
(The terrorist big for Pakistan to counter: even its Gulf Arab friends invest
their money in the “functional” Indian economy. Pakistan’s vulnerability
despite the wire-fencing of the Durand Line

pakistan calls for addressing internal, external extremist factors
across world
We reviewed our cooperation in the field of security including counterterrorism Russia is a factor of stability in the region and the world at large,”
he said, adding that Pakistan wants

pakistan after america exits afghanistan
Initially this fledging organisation remained underground as it developed its
training and recruitment, especially among returnees from Afghanistan and
Pakistan. In 2006, it joined the Islamic

pak fm qureshi, russia’s lavrov agree to further promote cooperation
in defence, counter-terrorism
Beijing needs to guard against the spread of Islamist extremism, but
Chinese boots on the ground in the ‘Graveyard of Empires’ would ring alarm
bells in India and Russia.

terrorism in east africa
Pakistan is reviving its demand had not even named Pakistan for crossborder terrorism in the Valley. Kashmir was thus allowed to become a factor
in accentuating the communal divide in the

biden leaves china a xinjiang terrorism problem with us exit from
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committee in 2002 for its alleged
pakistan's old tune on kashmir (column: spy's eye)
The scope of the visit spanned economy, trade, energy, counter-terrorism
“special military equipment” to enhance Pakistan’s anti-terrorist potential is
admirable; but if the past

‘terrorist forces’ may take advantage of u.s. troop withdrawal from
afghanistan: china
New Delhi, April 13 (IANS) The threat terror outfit Al-Qaeda based out of
Afghanistan poses to US national security is a critical factor in the Joe Biden

russia-pakistan relations: embracing the bear
IN Pakistan, frenzied protests entailing roadblocks and eventually the
government officially banned it under the anti-terrorism laws. The
government also plans to file a reference in the

us troop withdrawal must lead to end of al-qaeda terror
"The US is the biggest external factor affecting the issue The ETIM was
designated as a terrorist organisation by the UN’s 1267 counter-terrorism
committee in 2002 for its alleged

what does the state really want?
Pakistan and Bangladesh are also trying to through a more legitimate and
‘justifiable’ entity, National Counter Terrorism Authority (NCTA). It said
more than 19,000 social media had

'terrorists may take advantage': china warns on us withdrawal from
afghanistan
He is the author of After the Caliphate: The Islamic State and the Future
Terrorist Diaspora counterterrorism operations in theaters like Pakistan,
Yemen, Somalia and northwestern Syria.

erroneous calculation pushes modi from hero to zero
The US is the biggest external factor affecting UN’s 1267 counter-terrorism
committee in 2002 for its alleged association with Al-Qaida, the then alQaeda chief Osama bin Laden and the Taliban.

biden’s expensive new problem in afghanistan
"The US is the biggest external factor affecting the issue The ETIM was
designated as a terrorist organisation by the UN's 1267 counter-terrorism
committee in 2002 for its alleged association

'terrorist forces' may take advantage of us troops withdrawal from
afghanistan: china
By Eric Schmitt WASHINGTON — The top American commander in the
Middle East said on Tuesday that it would be “extremely difficult” for the
United States to watch and counter terrorist threats

'terrorist forces' may take advantage of us troops withdrawal from
afghanistan: china
One factor that has consistently cast a shadow the onus of reducing the
violence lies with the Taliban as do the counter-terrorism (CT) guarantees
that have been fulfilled by the Taliban.

general warns of challenges to tracking terrorist threats in
afghanistan after u.s. exits
"The US is the biggest external factor affecting the issue The ETIM was
designated as a terrorist organisation by the UN's 1267 counter-terrorism
committee in 2002 for its alleged association

one year of the us-taliban peace agreement
So, going purely by the measure of international counter-terrorism, the
Western military It will depend on two factors: firstly, whether a triumphant
Taliban permits the activities of Al

'terrorism far from over': china's concern over us' afghan pull-out
plan
"The U.S. is the biggest external factor affecting the issue The ETIM was
designated as a terrorist organisation by the UN’s 1267 counter-terrorism
counter-terrorism-the-pakistan-factor-lancer-paper-no-2

20 years in afghanistan: was it worth it?
In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, NATO immediately began to
take measures to expand the options available to counter the threat of
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international a devastating earthquake hit Pakistan

the area to counter terrorist threats. It also

operations and missions: past and present
The training took place in China and the aim of the brigade was to counter
terrorist forces from taking advantage of the chaos. “The United States is
the biggest external factor affecting

last us troops will leave afghanistan by 20th anniversary of 9/11,
white house says
Asked by Congress to recommend ways of preventing weapons of mass
destruction proliferation and terrorism, we were on our way to a place
where these two concerns intersect—Pakistan. On September

china may send peacekeeping force to afghanistan after us troops
leave, observers say
It set up terrorist Pakistan. This week senior security sources have told the
BBC that since that time there has not been one single successful
international terrorist attack planned from

world at risk: the report of the commission on the prevention of wmd
proliferation and terrorism
Representatives of four aid organizations said that these factors combined
with mounting “an urgent and strategic counter-terrorism imperative.” The
European Parliament and UNICEF have

20 years in afghanistan: was it worth it?
First, national biological warfare experts met for several days in mid-August
to exchange ideas about how best to counter this threat of biological
warfare and terrorism.

thousands of foreigners unlawfully held in ne syria
One of its principle outcomes was the granting of full SCO membership to
India and Pakistan such as the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism
Strategy and relevant United Nations Security

making tentative progress against biological terrorism
The Israeli National Security Council's Counter-Terrorism Bureau has
warned of and also cited the recent war with Gazan terrorists as a factor
behind the increased motivation of Islamist

the role of the shanghai cooperation organization in counteracting
threats to peace and security
America faces few serious threats other than those of its own making—such
as terrorism resulting from when Washington tilted toward Pakistan while
India forged a close relationship with

israelis warned of heightened terror threat abroad
Over 80% of the deaths from terrorist attacks in 2013 were in just five
countries: Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan by identifying the factors associated
with it, policies can be implemented

stop treating friends like foes
Read the 2021 threat assessment report from the United States intelligence
agencies. A PDF version of this document with embedded text is available at
the link below: EK ve THE DIRECTOR OF

lives lost to terrorism soared 61% in a single year, according to gt
index
Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Pakistan and
counter the surge in narcotics cultivation. The Israeli/Palestinian conflict
remains a source of terrorist motivation.

u.s. threat assessment report
Fewer than four in ten Pakistanis think their government should cooperate
with the United States in fighting terrorism it faces in Pakistan, and says it
hopes to counter them by increasing

country reports on terrorism 2006
He added that the United States needs to consider several factors for a
withdrawal as September draws closer, including maintaining a presence in
counter-terrorism-the-pakistan-factor-lancer-paper-no-2

u.s. aid to pakistan: the kerry-lugar bill
It is also adopting measures to counter information a very important factor
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for us, being a powerful country in this region. At present there are only 4
countries in the region, representing the

an attack by terrorists near the
pakistan presses kabul to act as terrorists martyr soldiers
Kenneth Skelton said no agencies raised objections to Khan attending event
at Fishmongers’ Hall

sri lanka shows appreciation to her ‘all weather’ friends abroad
Given these natural counterbalancing factors these groups since they do
help counter Indian influence in Afghanistan. In addition, Washington had
treated Pakistan harshly in the past, such

probation officer not told terrorist usman khan was subject of mi5
investigation
UK Chief of the Defence Staff Sir Nick Carter has reaffirmed the UK’s
continued commitment to work with both Afghanistan and Pakistan as
partners in the fight against terrorism in the region, a

pivot out, rebalance in
The federal government decided to form new institutions to meet the
Financial Action Task Force's (FATF) requirements, sources said on
Monday. In preparation for the report to be

uk supports afghanistan, pakistan fight against terrorism
Citing a need to protect its national interest and the Afghan peace process,
Pakistan’s top diplomat has nixed any possibility of reopening air bases for
future US anti-Taliban operations after the

pakistan to form new institutions to meet fatf requirements: sources
The police claimed on Tuesday to have killed a suspected terrorist in an
encounter in Wanda Maghara village of Lakki Marwat here on Tuesday. An
official said the police helped by the Counter-Terrorism
lakki police claim killing terrorist in encounter
Pakistan on Wednesday called upon neighboring Afghanistan to take action
against terrorists after four soldiers were martyred and six others injured in
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